Car piston diagram

Huge forces are generated during the change in direction of a piston on its up and down
motion. A lighter piston assembly has less momentum, thus exerting less force and allowing
higher RPM engines. The piston is connected to the crankshaft through a connecting rod , often
shortened to rod or conrod. These parts together are known as the piston assembly. Both ends
of the connecting rod are free to pivot: The part of the connecting rod which connects to the
piston is called the small end , and the end that attaches around the crankshaft is called the big
end. The big end will have bearing inserts which minimise friction and maintain an exact oil
clearance with the rod journal on the crankshaft. The connecting rod is split into two - with a rod
cap being used to clamp around the big end bearing and crankshaft. The power in an engine all
comes from the force pushing on the top of the piston. That force is determined as the area of
the piston multiplied by the gas pressure. Bigger pistons, and higher gas pressure will provide
more power. On the whole, piston size is constrained by the design of the engine but the piston
does have a vital role in maintaining high gas pressure by creating a gas-tight seal with the
cylinder wall. The top surface of the piston is called the crown also head or dome. There are
various shapes of crown in production engines, but typically the crown will be flat, domed or
dished. Almost all modern pistons include valve reliefs which provide a clearance around the
valves at the top of the piston stroke. The crown, being the area directly in contact with the hot
combustion gases, gets extremely hot. It is this area that expands the most and so there will be
a slight taper inwards from the bottom of the piston to allow a greater clearance around this top
land between the crown and top piston ring. While we want a gas-tight seal, we also need the
piston to run smoothly along the cylinder with minimal friction, so the piston needs some
clearance. A typical piston will have a clearance of 0. To maintain this clearance, the piston
must be precisely machined, and the alloy that it is made from will be exactly specified to
account for thermal expansion. The small gap between the piston and cylinder wall is bridged
by the piston rings , which fit into grooves on the piston in an area known as the piston belt.
The spaces between these grooves are called ring lands. The piston is attached to the
connecting rod by a short hollow tube called a wrist pin , or gudgeon pin. This wrist pin carries
the full force of combustion. The piston is not only subject to vertical forces during combustion,
but also side forces caused by the continuously changing angle of the connecting rod. Because
of these side forces, the piston needs smooth surfaces to run against the cylinder wall and keep
the piston guided vertically upright. The side surfaces of a piston are known as the piston skirt.
There are two types of skirt. The most basic is a full skirt or solid skirt, which is the classic
tubular shaped piston. This design is still used on truck and large commercial engines, but has
long been replaced on cars and motorcycles by a lighter design known as a slipper piston. The
slipper piston has part of the skirt cut away, leaving only the surfaces that bear on the front and
back of the cylinder wall. This removal minimizes weight and reduces the area of contact
between the piston and cylinder wall, thus reducing friction. Modern production engines further
reduce the friction between the piston and cylinder wall by using low-friction piston coatings ,
similar to teflon in a non-stick frying pan. These coatings are typically screen-printed on in a
patch to the piston skirts - such as the illustrated graphite-based coating on a Ford Fiesta
Ecoboost engine. As the piston is pushed down on the combustion stroke, it will exert a
sideways force in the opposite direction to the angled connecting rod. The direction of the
cylinder on which this force acts is known as the thrust side, and both the piston and cylinder
wall will suffer greater wear in this area. The piston gets incredibly hot, and needs to dissipate
this heat efficiently. The heat from a piston goes to three places: As radiant heat into the
combustion chamber, into the cylinder walls via the piston rings and down the connecting rod.
Additionally, many engines cool the piston through the use of oil sprayed onto the underside.
The piston rings fit around the piston, bridging the small clearance between the piston and
cylinder wall. There are typically three piston rings on a piston and they perform different
functions. The top two rings are called compression rings also known as pressure rings or gas
rings and their main role is to prevent gases from getting through the small clearance between
the piston and cylinder wall. This passage of gas past the piston and into the crankcase is
known as blowby and should be minimized to maintain compression. Compression rings are
typically made from solid cast iron and exert an outward pressure on the cylinder wall. This
outward pressure comes from the natural springiness of the rings, but is supplemented on the
combustion stroke by gas pressure behind the rings which pushes them more tightly against
the cylinder wall. The groove in the piston will be deeper than the width of the piston ring,
allowing the ring to run on a film of oil. The compression rings also act to transfer heat from the
piston to the cylinder wall, where it is dissipated into the coolant flowing through water jackets.
These rings are broken with a small gap which allows them to be installed and removed over the
piston. The width of this piston ring gap will be specified by the manufacturer, and can be
measured by placing the ring inside the cylinder and measuring the gap with a feeler gauge. The

gaps are greatly exaggerated in this illustration, in reality they will be very thin - 0. The lower
ring on a piston is an oil control ring. Oil is constantly sprayed onto the cylinder walls either
from holes in the connecting rods or by jets installed in the crankcase. For minimal friction, we
need an thin oil film and the function of the oil control ring is to remove excess oil and leave an
ideal oil film for the compression rings and piston skirt to glide over. The oil control ring will
typically be made of two thin chrome scraper rings with a spacer sandwiched between them to
allow oil be removed. This is known as a segmented design. The oil control groove will have
holes drilled in it to allow excess oil to easily drain back into the crankcase. The area of the
cylinder wall above the top compression ring is not swept by the rings, and so suffers less
wear. This can cause a ridge to build up over the lifetime of the engine. When new rings are
installed, the gaps should be offset and never directly inline with each other to prevent a direct
path for gases to escape. The piston is attached to the connecting rod through a hollow,
hardened steel tube known as the wrist pin or gudgeon pin. This pin passes through the small
end of the connecting rod and allows it to pivot on the piston. There are two methods of
securing the wrist pin. A semi-floating arrangement has the pin fixed into the connecting rod,
while free to rotate in the holes in the piston. A fully-floating wrist pin will be free to rotate in
both the small end and the piston, and will be secured in place using circlips, or Teflon buttons
in the ends of the pin. For a fully-floating wrist pin there will be replaceable bushing inside the
small end hole. The wrist pin may be slightly offset laterally rather than exactly centered on the
piston. This is known as an offset wrist pin and is used to cut down on side-to-side movement
of the piston within the cylinder. Excess side-to-side movement is known as piston slap due to
the knocking noise it makes. The connecting rod carries the force from the piston to the
crankshaft, it is constantly subjected to stretching, squashing and bending forces as it acts as
the intermediary in this push-pull relationship. The I-beam profile gives a maximum of structural
strength at the minimum weight cost and, like the piston, we want to keep the weight of the
connecting rod as low as possible. The strength demanded of the connecting rod mean that it is
made of forged steel or powdered steel. Exotic engines may have titanium rods. Cast iron is not
used due to its weight. The top of the connecting rod that is secured to the piston is called the
small-end. From the small end, the rod runs in an I-beam shaped profile down to the big-end
which is split into two parts to allow it to fit around its crankshaft journal. The bottom part of the
rod is called the rod cap and it will be secured by either studs or bolts to the rod itself. The rod
is now typically manufactured as one piece and then the rod cap scribed and broken off. This
leaves an uneven finish on the mating surface, but gives greater strength. The big end will have
bearing inserts in two halves, these bearing inserts will be made of the same material as those
for the main journals. The big end bearings are lubricated by oil received under pressure
through passageways in the crankshaft. Many connecting rods will have a hole drilled through
them from the big end up, through the shaft, to an outlet hole somewhere along their length.
This passage allows oil to pass up the connecting rod from the big end, and be sprayed onto
the thrust area of the cylinder wall, where friction is at a maximum. Wear in the cylinder wall or
the piston skirt can lead to clearances that are too great between the piston and the cylinder
wall. This allows excessive side-to-side movement of the piston. When the piston changes
direction at the top and bottom of its stroke, this can cause it to knock on the cylinder wall
causing a noise known as piston slap. Piston slap will generally be worse when the engine is
cold, before the piston has had time to warm up and expand. It can be cured by machining the
cylinder and using an oversized piston. Installing a set of stronger, lighter performance rods
and pistons will create a stronger engine. This may be essential for turbocharging or
supercharging an engine. Moving from forged rods to titanium or powdered sintered steel will
result in a stronger engine. As discussed above, recently designed engines often have a
low-friction coating applied at the factory to their pistons. But these coatings are also available
in the aftermarket to reduce friction and increase or decrease heat transfer. Ceramic coatings
can be applied to the crown and are designed to reflect heat back into the combustion chamber
and decrease the amount transferred into the piston. The underside of the piston may have a
non-slip coating known as an oil-shed coating which repels oil, thus reducing the weight of the
assembly and allowing more effective oil cooling. Continue reading: Cylinder head. A piston is a
component of reciprocating engines , reciprocating pumps , gas compressors , hydraulic
cylinders and pneumatic cylinders , among other similar mechanisms. It is the moving
component that is contained by a cylinder and is made gas-tight by piston rings. In a pump, the
function is reversed and force is transferred from the crankshaft to the piston for the purpose of
compressing or ejecting the fluid in the cylinder. In some engines, the piston also acts as a
valve by covering and uncovering ports in the cylinder. An internal combustion engine is acted
upon by the pressure of the expanding combustion gases in the combustion chamber space at
the top of the cylinder. This force then acts downwards through the connecting rod and onto

the crankshaft. The connecting rod is attached to the piston by a swivelling gudgeon pin US:
wrist pin. This pin is mounted within the piston: unlike the steam engine, there is no piston rod
or crosshead except big two stroke engines. The typical piston design is on the picture. This
type of piston is widely used in car diesel engines. According to purpose, supercharging level
and working conditions of engines the shape and proportions can be changed. High-power
diesel engines work in difficult conditions. It is possible to improve piston cooling by creating
special cooling cavity. Injector supplies this cooling cavity Â«AÂ» with oil through oil supply
channel Â«BÂ». For better temperature reduction construction should be carefully calculated
and analyzed. The pin itself is of hardened steel and is fixed in the piston, but free to move in
the connecting rod. A few designs use a 'fully floating' design that is loose in both components.
All pins must be prevented from moving sideways and the ends of the pin digging into the
cylinder wall, usually by circlips. Gas sealing is achieved by the use of piston rings. These are a
number of narrow iron rings, fitted loosely into grooves in the piston, just below the crown. The
rings are split at a point in the rim, allowing them to press against the cylinder with a light
spring pressure. Two types of ring are used: the upper rings have solid faces and provide gas
sealing; lower rings have narrow edges and a U-shaped profile, to act as oil scrapers. There are
many proprietary and detail design features associated with piston rings. Pistons are usually
cast or forged from aluminium alloys. For better strength and fatigue life, some racing pistons
[1] may be forged instead. Billet pistons are also used in racing engines because they do not
rely on the size and architecture of available forgings, allowing for last-minute design changes.
Although not commonly visible to the naked eye, pistons themselves are designed with a
certain level of ovality and profile taper, meaning they are not perfectly round, and their
diameter is larger near the bottom of the skirt than at the crown. Early pistons were of cast iron ,
but there were obvious benefits for engine balancing if a lighter alloy could be used. To produce
pistons that could survive engine combustion temperatures, it was necessary to develop new
alloys such as Y alloy and Hiduminium , specifically for use as pistons. A few early gas engines
[i] had double-acting cylinders , but otherwise effectively all internal combustion engine pistons
are single-acting. Although compact, for use in a cramped submarine, this design of engine was
not repeated. Media related to Internal combustion engine pistons at Wikimedia Commons.
Trunk pistons are long relative to their diameter. They act both as a piston and cylindrical
crosshead. As the connecting rod is angled for much of its rotation, there is also a side force
that reacts along the side of the piston against the cylinder wall. A longer piston helps to
support this. Trunk pistons have been a common design of piston since the early days of the
reciprocating internal combustion engine. They were used for both petrol and diesel engines,
although high speed engines have now adopted the lighter weight slipper piston. A
characteristic of most trunk pistons, particularly for diesel engines, is that they have a groove
for an oil ring below the gudgeon pin , in addition to the rings between the gudgeon pin and
crown. The name 'trunk piston' derives from the ' trunk engine ', an early design of marine
steam engine. To make these more compact, they avoided the steam engine's usual piston rod
with separate crosshead and were instead the first engine design to place the gudgeon pin
directly within the piston. Otherwise these trunk engine pistons bore little resemblance to the
trunk piston; they were extremely large diameter and double-acting. Their 'trunk' was a narrow
cylinder mounted in the centre of the piston. Media related to Trunk pistons at Wikimedia
Commons. Large slow-speed Diesel engines may require additional support for the side forces
on the piston. These engines typically use crosshead pistons. The main piston has a large
piston rod extending downwards from the piston to what is effectively a second
smaller-diameter piston. The main piston is responsible for gas sealing and carries the piston
rings. The smaller piston is purely a mechanical guide. It runs within a small cylinder as a trunk
guide and also carries the gudgeon pin. Lubrication of the crosshead has advantages over the
trunk piston as its lubricating oil is not subject to the heat of combustion: the oil is not
contaminated by combustion soot particles, it does not break down owing to the heat and a
thinner, less viscous oil may be used. The friction of both piston and crosshead may be only
half of that for a trunk piston. Media related to Crosshead pistons at Wikimedia Commons. A
slipper piston is a piston for a petrol engine that has been reduced in size and weight as much
as possible. In the extreme case, they are reduced to the piston crown, support for the piston
rings, and just enough of the piston skirt remaining to leave two lands so as to stop the piston
rocking in the bore. The sides of the piston skirt around the gudgeon pin are reduced away from
the cylinder wall. The purpose is mostly to reduce the reciprocating mass, thus making it easier
to balance the engine and so permit high speeds. However, most friction is due to the piston
rings , which are the parts which actually fit the tightest in the bore and the bearing surfaces of
the wrist pin, and thus the benefit is reduced. Media related to Slipper pistons at Wikimedia
Commons. Deflector pistons are used in two-stroke engines with crankcase compression,

where the gas flow within the cylinder must be carefully directed in order to provide efficient
scavenging. With cross scavenging , the transfer inlet to the cylinder and exhaust ports are on
directly facing sides of the cylinder wall. To prevent the incoming mixture passing straight
across from one port to the other, the piston has a raised rib on its crown. This is intended to
deflect the incoming mixture upwards, around the combustion chamber. Much effort, and many
different designs of piston crown, went into developing improved scavenging. The crowns
developed from a simple rib to a large asymmetric bulge, usually with a steep face on the inlet
side and a gentle curve on the exhaust. Despite this, cross scavenging was never as effective
as hoped. Most engines today use Schnuerle porting instead. This places a pair of transfer
ports in the sides of the cylinder and encourages gas flow to rotate around a vertical axis, rather
than a horizontal axis. Media related to Deflector pistons at Wikimedia Commons. In racing
engines, piston strength and stiffness is typically much higher than that of a passenger car
engine, while the weight is much less, to achieve the high engine RPM necessary in racing.
Hydraulic cylinders can be both single-acting or double-acting. Guide rings guides the piston
and rod and absorb the radial forces that act perpendicularly to the cylinder and prevent contact
between sliding the metal parts. Steam engines are usually double-acting i. Consequently,
steam engine pistons are nearly always comparatively thin discs: their diameter is several times
their thickness. One exception is the trunk engine piston, shaped more like those in a modern
internal-combustion engine. Another factor is that since almost all steam engines use
crossheads to translate the force to the drive rod, there are few lateral forces acting to try and
"rock" the piston, so a cylinder-shaped piston skirt isn't necessary. Piston pumps can be used
to move liquids or compress gases. There are two special type of pistons used in air cannons :
close tolerance pistons and double pistons. In close tolerance pistons O-rings serve as a valve,
but O-rings are not used in double piston types. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For
other uses, see Piston disambiguation. This article needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. Main article: Reciprocating engine. Main article: Reciprocating
pump. Main article: Reciprocating compressor. Air gun Fire piston Fruit press Gas-operated
reloading , using a gas piston Hydraulic cylinder Shock absorber Slide whistle Steam
locomotive components Syringe Wankel engine , an internal combustion engine design with a
rotor instead of pistons. Retrieved Hot Rod Network. Internal combustion engine. Part of the
Automobile series. Engine control unit ECU. Alternator Battery Dynamo Starter motor. Portal
Category. Aircraft piston engine components, systems and terminology. Propeller governor
Propeller speed reduction unit Spinner. Carburetor heat Throttle. Auxiliary power unit Coffman
starter Hydraulic system Ice protection system Recoil start. Steam engines. Atmospheric Watt
Cornish Compound Uniflow. Locomotive Scotch Launch. Feedwater heater Feedwater pump
Injector. Locomotive Oscillating Single- and double-acting. Savery Engine Woolf's compound
engine Murray's Hypocycloidal Engine Salamanca Categories : Pistons Engine technology.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pistons. Components Propeller governor Propeller
speed reduction unit Spinner. Precursors Savery Engine Just like humans in order to move,
your engine requires energy. In fact, the core responsibility of the engine is to transform energy
from fuel with a spark, to create the power to move. This internal combustion creates tiny,
contained explosions to produce movement. Car engines are designed around sealed, resilient
metal cylinders. Most modern vehicles have between four and eight cylinders , though some
vehicles can have as many as sixteen! The cylinders are made to open and close at precisely
the correct time to bring in fuel to combine with the spark for burning internally, and to release
the exhaust gases produced. Refer to the diagram to locate where they reside on your engine.
With so many mechanisms performing many tasks at lightning speed, over time, parts may
begin to wear causing your car to behave differently. Here are the most common engine
problems and their associated symptoms:. Car engines may seem complicated, but their task is
simple: to propel your vehicle forward. Regularly scheduled oil changes, fluid flushes, and
changing belts and hoses at the recommended time is a great way to help prevent the
unfortunate circumstance of a failed engine. Sun Auto Service specializes in engine
maintenance and repairs. Sun Auto Service is the one you can rely on to provide honesty,
quality service at a price you can afford. Dealership level service at a price that fits your
budget? Enter your email address and we'll email you a digital version of this coupon that you
can present on your mobile device at your Sun Auto Service Shop. Skip to content. Find a
Location Locations. Make An Appointment Appointments. Get to Know Your Engine Car
engines are designed around sealed, resilient metal cylinders. Engine Block â€” This is the very
core of the engine. Often made of aluminum or iron, it has several holes to contain the cylinders

as well as provide water and oil flow paths to cool and lubricate the engine. Oil paths are
narrower than the water flow paths. The engine block also houses the pistons, crankshaft,
camshaft, and between four and twelve cylindersâ€”depending on the vehicle, in a line, also
known as inline, flat or in the shape of a V. Pistons â€” Are a cylindrical apparatus with a flat
surface on top. The role of the piston is to transfer energy created from combustion to the
crankshaft to propel the vehicle. Pistons travel up and down within the cylinder twice during
each rotation of the crankshaft. Pistons on engines that rotate at RPM, will travel up and down
times per minute. Inside the piston, lie piston rings that are made to help create compression
and reduce the friction from the constant rubbing of the cylinder. Crankshaf t â€” The
crankshaft is located in the lower section of the engine block, within the crankshaft journals an
area of the shaft that rests on the bearings. This keenly machined and balanced mechanism is
connected to the pistons through the connecting rod. Similar to how a jack-in-the-box operates,
the crankshaft turns the pistons up and down motion into a reciprocal motion, at engine speed.
Camshaft â€” Varying from vehicle to vehicle, the camshaft may either be located within the
engine block or in the cylinder heads. The role of the camshaft is to regulate the timing of the
opening and closing of valves and take the rotary motion from the crankshaft and transfer it to
an up and down motion to control the movement of the lifters, moving the pushrods, rockers,
and valves. Cylinder Head â€” Attached to the engine through cylinder bolts, sealed with the
head gasket. The cylinder head contains many items including the valve springs, valves, lifters,
pushrods, rockers, and camshafts to control passageways that allow flow of intake air into the
cylinders during the intake stroke as well as exhaust passages that remove exhaust gases
during the exhaust stroke. The belt is made of a heavy-duty rubber with cogs to grasp the
pulleys from the camshaft and crankshaft. The chain, similar to your bicycle chain wraps
around pulleys with teeth. Common Engine Problems With so many mechanisms performing
many tasks at lightning speed, over time, parts may begin to wear causing your car to behave
differently. Here are the most common engine problems and their associated symptoms: Poor
compression â€” Results in loss of power, misfiring, or no-start. Cracked engine block â€”
Causes overheating, smoke coming from exhaust, or coolant leaks, usually identified on the
side of the engine. Email me this coupon. Print this coupon. Click the button below to print.
Print Coupon. Connect With Us. Privacy Policy. Find Your Store. Pistons are said to be crucial
engine parts, but what is piston and how does it work? Find the answer to that question here in
this article. We included information about piston meaning, piston working principle, and piston
purpose in a vehicle. The article also looks at the automotive piston design as well as its
location in an engine. If you are a car owner, automotive pistons supplier, or automobile parts
enthusiast, read on to the end. The information contained here is aimed at making you more
knowledgeable about this important vehicle part. A piston is a cylinder-shaped component that
moves up and down a pressure-tight chamber or tube. The piston movement pressurizes a fluid,
either liquid or gas, to create or transfer motion. To illustrate the piston mechanism, think about
the usual syringe used by doctors. The part inside the syringe is the piston, and the handle the
rod to operate it. A piston engine is named so for using pistons. The automotive piston
assembly is much more complex than a syringe, of course. It consists of several components
and works in a tougher environment. It is also larger and made of metal. The piston on car
engine is made of materials that can withstand pressure, extreme heat, and several other
conditions. Piston uses in a vehicle is not confined to the engine only. The component is also
found in a piston brake, particularly fixed and floating brake calipers. The piston caliper can
house one or more pistons, depending on the type of brake or required braking force. A floating
caliper uses one piston and is called a 1 piston caliper. It is usually used in small cars. A 2
piston brake caliper comprises a piston on either side, while a 4 piston caliper contains two
pistons on each side of the rotor. Many trucks use a 6 piston caliper, some 8 piston calipers.
Some performance cars will have 6 piston brake or even 8 and provide incredible stoppage.
Most passenger vehicles do not need powerful braking, and a 1 or 2 piston caliper is often
adequate. Drum brakes also use pistons to move the brake shoes towards the drum. A typical
drum brake, unlike a disc brake, will only have two pistons. Let us now have a detailed look and
the use of a piston in automotive engines. As mentioned earlier, a piston engine relies on
pistons to produce movement. Looking at the piston engine diagram above, you will clearly see
the piston set arrangement. Configurations or piston arrangements vary across engines.
However, the design does not. Pistons also operate same way on different engines. The piston
in a car engine is a cylindrical plug moving up and down the engine cylinder. It transforms the
force of expanding gases in the cylinder into rotation, helping to move a vehicle. The pistons in
a car connect to the crankshaft. Together, the piston and crankshaft make the main moving
parts of an engine. What is piston working mechanism that makes it such an important part of a
vehicle? The automotive piston, as we have seen, is a simple vehicle component. Its operation

is also a straightforward mechanism. Next, let us see how a piston on a car works. The
operation of the piston is divided into phases called strokes. A piston stroke is indicated by the
piston position, which ranges from the top, middle, and bottom parts of the cylinder. Regardless
of the piston engine fuel system, the sequence fuel delivery and piston position is a perfectly
timed process. The combustion cycle or stroke starts with the piston on the upper part of the
cylinder. During this time, the intake and exhaust valves are closed. The piston then begins a
downward movement, creating a partial vacuum in the space above. Air then enters the
cylinder. Fuel also enters the cylinder at the same time, and the intake valves close. At this
stage, the piston has begun moving upwards. The exhaust valves then open to allow the
products of combustion to escape. This happens just as the piston starts the upward travel. The
moving piston forces the exhaust gases out. Meanwhile, the intake valves open, fuel and air
enter the cylinder, and the cycle repeats. The piston assembly consists of two distinct sections:
the upper part that consists of the crown or the head of the piston and rings that provide an
almost airtight seal. The piston and ring arrangement also helps to scrape oil from the cylinder
walls and returns it to the oil sump. Other than the piston and cylinder, there is also the section
that consists of a connecting rod. This is the part that transfers the back and forth motion of the
piston to the crankshaft The piston and connecting rod are joined by a shaft called a wrist pin. A
piston in car takes in a lot of thermal and mechanical stress. It must, therefore, be made from a
material that can stand up to high temperatures, pressures, mechanical impacts, and several
other situations. But the piston must also be lightweight, which means piston material should
balance between mass and other qualities. The piston of engine types used in performance are
usually made of aluminum alloys. Initially, iron was used due to its excellent resistance to wear,
good thermal conductivity, and other benefits. But iron produced heavy pistons. Aluminum was
an option, but not as effective when it came to resisting wear and heat. Technological
developments led to the production of aluminum alloys with superior characteristics, though.
As a result, pistons made of aluminum dominate the automotive piston market today. The
modern piston of diesel engine, petrol engine and virtually every internal combustion engine
most likely be aluminum. Aluminum alloy pistons have the following qualities that make them
better than those made from iron. Forging involves using a press to shape a heated chunk of
metal into a piston. This method results in a product with superior qualities. A piston forged the
right way is high-strength, reliable, and durable. Last-minute alterations are possible during
manufacture. Casting means pouring molten metal into molds then cooling it rapidly. The
material then hardens in the shape of a piston. The piston is then machined to the required
specifications. Because casting involves fewer machines, it is cheaper and reduces piston
price. But the process produces pistons of lesser quality in terms of strength, thermal
expansion rates, and more. To improve the piston strength and other properties, automotive
piston manufacturers usually use the hypereutectic method. It is still a casting method but
which involves adding silicon to the aluminum. Pistons produced the hypereutectic way are
sturdier than those without silicon. They also have a lower thermal conductivity, which creates
a better piston-cylinder seal. This reduces emissions significantly, plus it helps prevent piston
seizures. If piston price is a concern, those made using the casting method are a good option.
Heypereutectic pistons would also be a good choice, especially if looking for better engine
performance and durability. If your engine has a turbo or supercharger , requires higher RPM, or
operates in demanding conditions, forged pistons would be the way to go. You can use them in
other engines, of course, but that would be unnecessary. In short, forged pistons are best used
in high-performance engines due to their superior qualities and high price. A piston moves
inside a cylinder. That means pistons in an engine will, most of the time, be as many as the
number of cylinders. Now, different engines use different cylinder configurations ranging from
one to as many as ten or even more. A 1 piston engine has one cylinder. Examples of its
applications include the engines of some motorcycles, lawnmowers, and chainsaws. The piston
of a motorcycle that uses one cylinder provides more torque at higher RPM. The same case
applies to the lawnmower and other power tools with a similar engine. Other common engine
arrangements are 4 piston engine, 6 piston engine, and 8 piston engine designs. Most cars and
SUVs use these types of engines, with the 4-cylinder or piston design being the most popular.
An engine that uses 6 pistons and cylinders is commonly known as a V6 engine , and the type
that uses 8 cylinders a V8. A 3 piston engine is also possible. The same with a 7 piston engine.
However, these are not common, and most auto manufacturers do not use them in their
automobiles. A 2 pistons per cylinder engine does not need a cylinder head. Valves are replaced
by openings on the cylinder, which provides an efficient flow of gases and reduces weight.
These types of engines were mostly used in factory machines, military vehicles such as tanks,
and large engines of ships. Although no longer popular, there is a variation of the piston engine
worth mentioning. Known as the opposing piston engine, this one uses two pistons in each

cylinder. The pistons move in opposite directions with each stroke. What is piston purpose in a
car engine, and why is it such an essential auto part? As we have seen, pistons convert the heat
energy of combustion into linear motion. The components transfer the energy to the crankshaft
through the connecting rod. In most engines, a series of rods and pistons work together to
rotate a crankshaft. These are the functions that a piston serves in an engine. But the piston
wears out over time, leading to a malfunctioning engine. When that finally happens, you may
need to purchase what is called a piston kit. It contains various components to replace the
damaged parts. When buying your replacement parts, it is advisable to check the automotive
pistons catalog provided by manufacturers. That way, you will avoid buying the wrong type of
piston for your vehicle. Pistons move to rotate the crankshaft. In this article, we looked at what
is piston, its working mechanism, and the purpose it serves in an IC engine. Our next article
looks at piston parts and functions. Check it out to understand the function of every component
that makes the automotive piston. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Your Name. Your Email. Your
Message. Automotive Pistons: What are they and How do they Work? Submit a Comment
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search for:. Get A Free Quote Now.
Piston motors are classified into the following types:. According to the piston of the cylinder
block and the drive shaft, piston motors are classified as follows:. According to the basis of
displacement, piston motors are classified as follows:. Construction and Operation:. The
operation of an axial type piston motor is essentially the same as that of an axial piston pump
except for the direction of flow. The angular application of this force causes the plate to rotate
and this rotation is transmitted by the shaft. The displacement can be varied by changing the
angle of the thrust cam. Radial Type Piston Motors. Construction and Operation : The operation
of a radial type piston is also essentially the same as that of an radial piston pump except for
the direction of flow. Fluid enters the piston chamber through a central eccentric cam. The
piston is forced radially outward against the thrust ring, thereby producing a force tangent to
the piston chamber. The resulting torque causes the shaft to rotate. Advantages of Piston
Motors. Disadvantages of Piston Motors. The piston motors are available at pressure ratings
upto bars, with rated capacities upto 30 Lps and at operating speeds of 12, rpm,. Currently, he is
working in the sheet metal industry as a designer. Additionally, he has interested in Product
Design, Animation, and Project design. He also likes to write articles related to the mechanical
engineering field and tries to motivate other mechanical engineering students by his innovative
project ideas, design, models and videos. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name and email in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce
spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Introduction to Seals : Oil under pressure is
moving in every hydraulic circuit. This leakage of Introduction to Slotting Machine : The slotter
or slotting machine is also a reciprocating type of machine tool similar to a shaper. It may be
considered as a vertical shaper. The machine operates Skip to content. Table of Contents.
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